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Introduction
The stability of protein suspensions, which is at the core of many biotechnological applications, is determined by inter-protein interactions. Among the factors influencing those interactions, the concentration and the nature of the ions present in solution is of a particular importance. The classic way of representing interactions in protein solutions is by using the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory, which takes into account the influence of ions through the Debye length. However, DLVO theory is known to to fail in the case of multivalent counterions.
1,2 Several experimental findings have proven this, one of which being the charge inversion phenomenon: a charged macromolecule (macroion) in an oppositely charged multivalent "ions" (Z-ions) solution can bind enough ions to reverse the sign of its own net charge. 3, 4 This has been observed for a variety of macromolecules and ions, such as latex particles, polyelectrolytes, DNA, proteins, multivalent ions and surfactant micelles. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] The mechanism relies mainly on strong spatial correlations between ions adsorbed at the surface of the macromolecule, a feature which is not taken into account by generic mean-field theories.
1-3,14-16
Human Serum Albumin (HSA) is a 585 residues long, 66.5 kDa protein, which is involved in the transport of diverse molecules in blood plasma. 17 HSA solutions undergo reentrant condensation upon addition of trivalent salts (YCl 3 , LaCl 3 , FeCl 3 , or AlCl 3 ). [18] [19] [20] That is, upon increase of the trivalent salt concentration, protein aggregation is first observed, then redissolution of the samples occurs. This anomalous trend, caused by charge reversal, has been shown to be able to induce clustering, liquid-liquid phase separation or crystallization. 12, 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] The ability to control the phase behavior of protein dispersions show promising opportunities, for example for the production of high quality protein crystals, required for protein structure determination.
Here, we investigated the interactions between yttrium (Y 3+ ) ions and HSA molecules, as well as how yttrium modulates HSA-HSA interactions, using numerical simulations with three different models: an all-atom model, a coarse-grained model, and a colloidal model. 
Methods
To study ion-protein, protein-protein, and colloid-colloid interactions we use three levels of molecular detail -see Table 1 for an overview. Statistical mechanical averages for each model are obtained using either Molecular Dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations as described below. 
Coarse Grained Protein Model
The atomic HSA structure is coarse grained to the amino acid level where each residue is treated as a soft sphere that can be either neutral or charged, depending on the type of amino acid and the solution pH. The pH is 7.0 in all simulations, giving a protein net charge of −8.0e. The solvent is a dielectric continuum while trivalent cations are included explicitly.
For sampling the angularly averaged two-body protein-protein distribution function, g(r), the remaining monovalent counter-ions, N c = Z prot N prot + 3N tri , are accounted for via the Debye screening length,
Previous studies on electric double layers have shown that this mixed description of explicit and implicit salt is in good agreement with the exact solution to the primitive model. 38 The Hamiltonian is composed of an electrostatic and a Lennard-Jones part,
where N is the number of interaction sites, β = 1/k B T is the inverse thermal energy, λ B = βe 2 /4π 0 r = 7.12Å is the Bjerrum length at T = 298.15 K, r ij is the distance between the ith and jth particle, e is the elementary charge, 0 is the vacuum permittivity, r is the relative permittivity of the medium, ε ij is the depth of the LJ potential, and σ ij is the finite distance at which the inter-particle potential is zero. The Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule is applied so that ε ij = √ ε ii ε jj , and σ ij = (σ ii + σ jj ) / 2. The σ ii/ij values for protein residues and ions are given in Table 2 . For the former, the parameters have been obtained by fitting to experimental virial coefficients for lysozyme and they, without further adjustment, well represent phase equilibria of concentrated protein mixtures. 39 The salt parameters reproduce experimental activity coefficients in bulk electrolyte solution up to molar concentration, 40 and for the particular value of σ Y 3+ COO − , please refer to the section "Results and Discussion -Ion-Protein
Surface Interaction". This relatively simple, semi-empirical Hamiltonian allows us to use experimental constraints to, on average, maintain a realistic balance between electrostatics and short-range attraction between the proteins. The latter may incorporate van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions and, of course, for improved quantitative agreement, or for strongly hydrophobic proteins, a more advanced Hamiltonian could be applied. Table 2 : Lennard-Jones parameters used for the coarse grained protein and salt model. Radii, σ ii /2, of amino acid residues are estimated from their molecular weights, M w , using ρ = 1 g/mol/Å 3 , and range between 3.3-4.6Å. For the total charge calculation, a single, static protein is centered in a spherical simulation cell (R = 81Å) such that the protein concentration is 50 mg/ml. Yttrium, chloride, and monovalent protein counterions (Na + ) are explicitely included (κ = 0) and only ions are allowed to move. The number of charges in spherical shells of increasing radius is averaged throughout the simulation.
All CG protein simulations were performed using the Faunus framework. 43 The electronic Python Notebook (Jupyter) used for running the two-body simulations and construct the presented PMF plots is accessible at https://github.com/mlund/SI-proteins_in_ multivalent_electrolyte.
Colloidal Model
Two spherical particles of valency Z = −42 as well as their monovalent counterions and 3:1 salt, were confined in a cylinder of length 700Å, and radius 120Å. The valency was calculated so that the surface charge density would be similar for the colloidal particles and the coarse-grained proteins. The confining surface of the cylinder was hard, but otherwise inert. All simple ions were modelled as charged, hard spheres, with a common hard-sphere diameter, d = 4Å. A non-electrostatic soft repulsion, V was imposed between ions and particles, with βV (r) = (d/(r − R)) 9 , for r > R. A hard core interaction was also imposed to ensure that the ions did not approach the particles closer than R + d/2 = 18Å. This also defines the inverse surface charge density of the colloids to -97Å 2 /e, which is high but not unusual in colloidal systems. Two different salt concentrations, c s , as measured by the number of trivalent ions divided by the free volume (or occupied by the particles) inside the cylinder, were considered: c s = 0.525 mM and c s = 6.51 mM. The most dilute system thus only contained 10 trivalent ions, i.e. these were not abundant enough to neutralize the particle charge (though the monovalent counterions did, of course). In the more concentrated system, however, there was, in this sense, an excess of trivalent ions.
We compared our results from this explicit ion model, with corresponding ones in a model where simple monovalent ions were treated implicitly, i.e. in a system with screened
Coulomb interactions between multivalent species, with κ established from the monovalent ion concentration, as previously described. However, we must then consider that there are at least two different ways to interpret the cylinder model representation. One may either envisage this as a model of a dispersion in which the overall particle concentration matches that in the cylinder, i.e. about 0.105 mM. It is then appropriate to include the monovalent counterion concentration, contained inside the cylinder, in the calculation of the Debye screening length. On the other hand, one could also envisage our system as a model of how two colloidal particles interact in the limit of infinite dilution, in which case the potential of mean force is directly transferable to the second virial coefficient. In this case, the cylinder boundaries are "superficial", i.e. only a computational necessity. This would imply that our model improves with cylinder size, but also that the counterions would be diluted away in the macroscopic limit. In this case, it is more appropriate to disregard any contribution from the counterions to the Debye screening length. We considered both options in our screened Coulomb model.
Results and Discussion

Ion-Protein Surface Interactions
In this section we first use atomistic and coarse grained simulations to study the distribution of trivalent cations on the surface of HSA. As shown in Figure 1 Table 1 ). to the protein surface, as shown in the inset of Figure 3 . Indeed, the concentration of yttrium close to the protein surface approaches the bulk concentration with increasing YCl 3 .
We can interpret this as the loss of electrostatic interactions between the protein surface and yttrium ions, and between yttrium ions themselves, as a consequence of the increasing screening. We can also relate this to the previous simulations of colloids in the presence of trivalent salt, 14 where it was shown that, in an excess of monovalent salt, the amount of overcharging is decreased. Although our system is slightly different (the amount of monovalent coions (Cl -) increases, but not the amount of monovalent counterions (Na + ), we can imagine a similar phenomenon happening.
Protein-Protein Interactions
Having studied the binding of trivalent ions to the surface of a single HSA molecule we now turn to the self-association between two protein bodies. Using MC simulations we sample the angularly averaged pair-correlation function, g(r), between two HSA molecules at different yttrium(III) chloride concentrations, and deduce the inter-protein potential of mean force, w(r). As seen on the left graph of Fig. 4 , when the concentration of trivalent salt is low (0.4 mM), there is a long-range repulsion (w(r) > 0) and a short range attraction (w(r) < 0).
The former is due to electrostatic monopole-monopole repulsion (protein net charge of −8e)
in the relatively unscreened solution. The short range attraction is a result of residue-residue van der Waals interactions and, possibly, from higher order electrostatic multipolar moments. The above results correlate well with the reentrant condensation of HSA in the presence of yttrium reported in the litterature. 12, 18, 23 Indeed, the increase in YCl 3 concentration first causes a reduction of the absolute value of the net charge of HSA molecules, decreasing inter-particle repulsion and promoting inter-particle attraction, whereafter the net charge of the HSA molecules reverses and its absolute value increases, causing renewed repulsion.
Addition of YCl
In a recent work 45 calorimetry measurements showed that the binding of trivalent ions to the protein surface, and the resulting protein-protein attraction are entropically driven.
At first glance, this may seem irreconcilable with the electrostatic energy term in Eq. 1, but it should be observed that in a dielectric continuum solvent, the Coulomb potential is effective and implicitly contains solvent degrees of freedom. This is reflected in a temperature dependent relative dielectric constant, r (T ), which leads to the counter intuitive result that entropy drives two oppositely charged ions together. Using experimental data for the dielectric temperature dependence of water, we have previously shown that ion-ion correlation attraction between like-charged macro-ions in trivalent electrolyte is indeed driven by water entropy. 46 In the following we now focus on macro-ions to illustrate some generic effects of ion-ion correlations and of the model approach taken.
Colloid-Colloid Interactions
In the last section we treated salt using a hybrid model with both implicit and explicit mobile Electrostatic screening by simple monovalent ions seems to be underestimated by both implicit approaches. This means that the implicit ion model in which the counterions are included (finite particle concentration model) provides results that agree better with the explicit ion results. However, we should then keep in mind that at such low salt concentrations, the explicit ion results are most likely sensitive to the system (cylinder) size, i.e. our results do not truly represent the dilute particle limit.
One obvious limitation of the current system size, when viewed as a model for the infinite dilute limit, is that the total trivalent ion charge is considerably lower than the particle charge. This can certainly be true in experimental systems, but not in the limit of vanishing particle concentration. 
Conclusion
We studied the binding of Y 3+ to Human Serum Albumin (HSA) and its influence on proteinprotein interactions. This work, at a microscopic level, echoes experimental results showing the existence of reentrant condensation in HSA solutions in the presence of trivalent ions [18] [19] [20] and is also in agreement with recent calorimetry experiments. The colloidal model was used to study the interactions of two spherical colloids representing HSA-like molecules. This approach enabled us to include all ions explicitly in a two-body system, which is more difficult and computationally costly to realize with coarsegrained models at high ion concentrations. The results show that taking the ions into account implicitly including the colloids counterions, implicitly without including the colloids counterions or explicitly, has a large influence on the interparticle forces at low salt concentration (0.525 mM yttrium), but essentially none at moderate salt concentration (6.5 mM yttrium).
Interesting further application of our simulation protocols, and particularly the coarsegrained model with a mix of explicit and implicit salt ions, would be the study of many-body systems. Indeed, a number of SAXS experiments have been performed on protein and trivalent salt systems but the fitting of the spectra has for now been limited to analytical models (screened Coulomb potential and sticky hard spheres). 12, 19, 20, 47 Spectra obtained from many-body simulation would be directly comparable to experimental spectra, and provide further information about the mechanisms underlying the charge reversal. More specifically, such simulations could explicitly include both trivalent ions and protein counter-ions while monovalent ions are included implicitly, which would account for the influence of counter-ion condensation on protein-protein interactions. 
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